As we embark on the 60th year of the USC Associates program, it is incredible to look back on how far both the program and the university have come. When I think about our founding members, whose names can be seen across campus, and about the incredible growth the program has seen in the past few years, I am so proud to have supported the USC Associates as your president. I am also thrilled to welcome our new university president Dr. Carol Folt to the Trojan Family.

Dr. Folt brings with her a new era of change and advancement for USC. I was honored to serve on the search committee that helped identify and evaluate Dr. Folt, and it was clear from the first interview that she was the right candidate for the right job at the right time.

I was also proud to share with all the candidates the details of my role as president of the USC Associates and the incredible impact and legacy that this group has on campus. Over the last 60 years, the university has seen six different presidents come through its hallowed halls, with the USC Associates a consistent presence and supporter through it all.

Thank you for your commitment and loyalty to the university and the USC Associates; you truly represent the best of the Trojan Family.

As we look toward the coming year, I’m excited to celebrate these exciting transitions with all of you. I look forward to welcoming more new members to our ranks and introducing you to Carol and the university’s other new leaders over the coming months. Thank you for all that you do for USC, and Fight On!

Michele Dedeaux Engemann
Thank you to our generous event hosts and sponsors:

Jill and Michael Adler
Cathi and John Bendheim
Mara and Joe Carieri
Tina and Rick Caruso
Ron Goldie and Ellie Kitta
The Law Firm of Greenberg Whitcomb
Marilou and Mark Hamill
Dana and Gregory Lee
Christine M. Ofiesh
Jeffrey and Jackie Schechter
Michael and Julie Schloss

Giving Opportunities & Membership Upgrades

Your generosity plays a vital role in allowing USC to grow as a leading academic institution. If you would like to upgrade your membership, make a new pledge or learn about new giving opportunities, please contact USC Associates at:

(213) 740-8722
uscassociates@usc.edu
www.usc.edu/associates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHAIRMAN</strong>: $300,000* plus $3,000 required annual gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRESIDENTIAL</strong>: $150,000* plus $1,500 required annual gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROVOST</strong>: $50,000* plus $500 required annual gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JUNIOR</strong>: $25,000* plus $250 required annual gift (age 35 &amp; younger)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All pledges are payable within 5 years
Welcome New & Upgraded Members!

CHAIRMAN
Karen and Mike Cobo
Bonnie and Dick Cook*
Gaurang Desai and Nancy Paxton*
Ann and Peter Fluor*
Annie and Raaja Kanwar
Jaime Lee and Matt Cheesebro*
Carolyn Sue and T. J. Matthews*
Lisa and David Mooring
Usha and Mayan Patel*
Jo Marie and Michael Reilly*
Patti Roskill
Leslie and Ron Sherwin

PROVOST
Elizabeth and Greg Allen
Anthony Barkett
Kendal Barrett
Rajvi Berry and Gurinder Kalra
Marra and Robert Boada
Yelena and Kevin Bogart
Christina and William Caras
Rania and George Chamoun
Lynn and Herman Chan
Marilyn Chandler
Gloria and Raymond Chau
Kimberly and Eric Dalius
Jake Davidson
Erika and John Demma
Anjini and Neil Desai
Rod Diefendorf
Madison and Scott Dunklee
Lee Dunst and Lisbeth Diringer
Sally and Thomas Edwards*
Wendy and Brett Fisher
Justine and Mark Fluent
Ruth and Jeffrey Gates
Mary and Jonathan Gaule
Paige and Daniel Goble
Vanessa and Scott Goldstein
Maryann and Lawrence Goodkind
Julie and Scott Greenwald
Bradley Haas and Jill Ritchie
Carolyn and Brian Harris
Carmen Herrera
Carolyn and Matthew Hurray
Tom Hopkins and Sandy Kaneoka
Regina and Steven Kaneshiro
Beth and Clarke Keough
Karen and Marc Kerner
Bridget and Edward King
Tina and Eoin Kreditor
Cheryl and Paul Levine
Julie and Jeffrey Lin*
Sally and John MacIntosh*

PRESIDENTIAL
Laura and Matthew Baird
LeeAnn and Jeffrey Black
Ria Carlson and James Gerds*
Rich Chou and Shu-Fen Cheng
Melinda and John DiNapoli
Deborah and Jonathan Goldman*
Wandy and Larry Jung*
Kirk Jensen and Susan Leonis-Jensen
Kathryn Kendall and David Thomsen*
Bret Levy and Audrey Matthews-Levy*
Steven and Jennifer Miller*
Jeffrey Raber
Delia and Roberto Roges
Jodi and David Stone*
Tammy and Sam Tang*
Linda and Bart Wear

JUNIOR
Stacia and Christopher Aaron
Jasmine Anklesaria
Alex Anthony
Clay Anthony
Doug Anthony
Kendall Anthony
Adam Beres
Jack Bush
Justin Chandler
Kara and Alex Engemann

Daniel Maneval and Edna Chow
Linda Marasco-Rose
Socorro and William McGerty*
Jon Mills and Nancy Sharp Mills
Beverly Mitchell*
Michelle and Meade Monger
Mary and James Morouse
Meeghan and Michael Nemeroff
Melinda and William Patton*
David and Anne Rainer
Amy and William Salisbury
Sheri and David Schachter
Sendi Griti Setiawan and Moong Shi Chan
Rita and Steven Sherman
Rick Smyth
Ashwini and Prasad Srinivasamurthy
Shirley and David Traum
Joyce and Steve Tsai
Michael Tuchin and Meryl Shapiro-Tuchin
Teresa Updegraff-Power
Janet and Wesley Wada
Jennifer and Ching Wei
Patrice and David Wyndhamsmith
Eric Zurbrugg

Serra Garcia
Josh Ginsburg
Andie Hearst
Ankit and Mona Jain
Andrew Katnik
Matthew Katnik
Clay Marquez
Paul Novak
Danielle and Randy Poli
Ariella and Eric Silverman
Ayman Siraj
Ashley Tesoriero
Austin Tesoriero
Brett Wippler

*Upgraded Membership
As of 07/01/19
Chairman Highlight: 

Mayan and Usha Patel

The Patel’s relationship with USC began in 1988, when Mayan and Usha arrived on campus as freshman in the USC Viterbi School of Engineering. They met in an undergraduate engineering lab and experienced all that USC has to offer together. They each completed master’s degrees before they were married in 1995.

One of the most impactful memories during their time at USC was the day that the infamous L.A. riots broke out in May of 1992. At the time, Mayan and Usha were seniors, and they were pulling an all-nighter in Troy Hall, studying for their last set of finals. They recall seeing fires from the balcony, but they also clearly remember how USC’s security officers went above and beyond their call of duty to protect the students. The USC campus remained untouched and safe, a testament to the respect that the local community had for the university. An emotional graduation ceremony took place days later, with helicopters and extra security patrolling campus. Mayan and Usha experienced firsthand the safety, care and comfort that this incredible institution had provided them and thousands of other students.

Fast forward to 2014, and the Patels were thrilled when their oldest daughter, Neera, chose USC to pursue degrees in healthcare. Neera graduated from the Keck School of Medicine of USC in 2018, with both bachelor’s and master’s degrees in global health and disease prevention. When their second daughter, Mala, decided to pursue her bachelor’s degree in industrial and systems engineering at the Viterbi School, the Patels were elated. Mala is currently a senior, finishing her undergraduate studies and concurrently working on a master’s degree in engineering management. Both girls share their parents’ admiration for the university and the desire to give back to the school. Their youngest child, Shaan, is currently a sophomore in high school. He is a technically curious kid who is inclined to pursue a career in engineering.

Today, Mayan and Usha run their multi-generational family business, Rayco Electronics Mfg, Inc., and they share deep roots with USC. The company manufactures high reliability power electronics components for the military, aerospace and defense industries. A myriad of Rayco power components are found in Boeing aircraft wings, U.S. Navy warships, various missile systems, as well as in F18, F22 and F35 fighter jets. The family also owns, operates and develops industrial and residential real estate in the Los Angeles area.

Mayan and Usha joined USC Associates at the Provost level in 2016. They were inspired to give back by their parents, who ingrained in them the value of academics, and also by Usha’s wish to pay it forward after attending USC on a full-tuition scholarship. Usha’s merit-based scholarship afforded her key academic opportunities and opened many doors for professional growth. She attributes her success to this gift. The Patels now support and enable other capable STEM students to pursue their goals with innovation and creativity. Through continued engagement with and support of the Baum Family Makers Space at the Viterbi School as well as endowed scholarships, they upgraded their membership in the Associates and became Chairman Associates in 2018. “The Associates program is a well-run machine, where the members are made to feel tremendously valued,” say the Patels. “We truly enjoy spending time with the Trojan Family during tailgates and meeting new, inspiring Associate parents and alumni.” The Patel Family resides in Yorba Linda, CA, and they are avid USC football fans.
Ashley Tesoriero's parents instilled in her a passion for giving back to the local community, so it's no surprise that Ashley joined the USC Associates at the Junior level this past year. As a young alumna, Ashley is striving to connect with fellow alumni and current students with hopes of enhancing the experiences of Trojans to come.

In 2015, Ashley graduated with a dual degree in art history and public relations from the USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences and the USC Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism, respectively. She subsequently earned a master’s in strategic public relations from USC Annenberg in 2017—the same year her brother, Austin, earned a master’s in entrepreneurship and innovation from the USC Marshall School of Business. The two later joined the USC Associates as Junior-level members on the same day.

When asked about her favorite USC memory, Ashley said “Graduating with my master’s degree on the same day that my brother graduated with his from USC. It was a full day, from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. with both of our ceremonies, but it was a huge accomplishment for the both of us, and for our family. We had the best time celebrating. Plus, Will Ferrell was the commencement speaker that year, and he is our absolute favorite.”

Ashley now works for the family business, IMT Residential, a multi-family residential apartment company that owns and manages apartments in seven states nationwide. As IMT Residential’s national marketing specialist, Ashley manages the company’s online, social media and print marketing presence.

The Tesoriero family has always emphasized the importance of charitable giving, with a focus on education and children. They made their first gift to USC when Ashley was an undergraduate volunteering for the university’s Joint Education Project (JEP). From there, Ashley found an interest in helping expand USC’s community service outreach. To that end, she and her family helped found the Annenberg Youth Academy for Media and Civic Engagement (AYA), a four-week summer intensive program for talented high school students from the communities surrounding both USC campuses. The program is designed to give these students a deep understanding of the role media communications and journalism play in fashioning civic-minded thought leaders and innovators. For Ashley, AYA is an opportunity to make a positive, lasting impact on the inner-city youth of Los Angeles.

In addition to AYA, Ashley and her family support other USC initiatives that spread the power of education to children in Los Angeles. She also hopes to inspire USC students to give back to the local community. This mission motivates Ashley to continue to spread the legacy of her family—and her own legacy—at USC. Ashley and Austin’s parents, Sharon and John, are also USC Associates members at the Chairman level. Ashley and her family continue to be very involved in the USC community and stand together as both a family and as USC alumni to support fellow Trojans.
Q&A with USC Associates Student Scholar: 
Trisha Palit

The USC Associates awards more than $1 million in scholarships to more than 50 undergraduate students each year, thanks to your annual membership gifts. We are proud to support the most-deserving students, based on their merits, and we continue to be amazed by their journeys to graduation.

USC Associates Trustee Scholar Trisha Palit is pursuing a 5-year progressive degree through USC Viterbi to earn both a BS and MS in engineering. As she prepares for her final year on campus, we asked Trisha to tell us about herself and to share some of her fondest memories.

**Where are you from?**
I'm from Denver, CO, but I've also lived in Chicago and Alabama. My parents are originally from India.

**Do you come from a big family?**
Nope, I'm an only child, and a lot of my relatives live in India. This makes me appreciate the friends I've made at USC even more; I consider them to be as close as family.

**What are you studying?**
I'm studying chemical engineering, with an emphasis in polymers and materials.

**What sold you on USC?**
When I first visited USC for an Explore event, the strong sense of community drew me in. Just from talking to students over the course of a day, I could tell that everyone was passionate about what they were doing and about being involved in the USC community. The beautiful campus and weather didn't hurt either!

**Have you participated in any extracurricular activities?**
I'm vice president of internal and external communications of Teach for Los Angeles, a tutoring organization, and I'm a member of Alpha Omega Epsilon, an engineering sorority. I'm also a member of the American Institute of Chemical Engineering as well as the Society for Women in Engineering. But one of my favorite things to be involved in is research. I've been able to work as a research assistant at the M.C. Gill Composites Center, and I have been able to find my passion in engineering.

**What is the best thing about USC?**
The best thing about USC is how much the students care about each other and how they support each other. USC students are ambitious and want to change the world for the better, but they are not competitive or cutthroat. College and classes can be difficult, especially in chemical engineering, and having a community of students you can comfortably ask for help is important.

**Any favorite classes?**
I love my materials science classes! I have been lucky to work under Professor Steven Nutt, and I have enjoyed Introduction to Polymers with Dr. Yoon and Tissue Engineering with Megan McCain. Another fun class was Introduction to Information Security, where you learn how to be an (ethical) hacker.

**What would you say is the most amazing thing that has happened during your time here?**
I loved studying abroad during the summer in Florence, Italy. I was able to take engineering classes and make progress towards my degree while experiencing a new culture. I'll never forget the art I was able to see or some of the pasta I had, and it's an experience I wouldn't trade for anything. My other favorite experience was presenting my lab work at a conference in Dallas. With the support of my advisors, I was able to convert the work I had been doing since freshman year into a paper and learn valuable skills that I couldn't have learned in the classroom.

**What’s your goal after you finish your progressive degree in 2020?**
After graduation, I plan to work as a materials engineer in the aerospace or automotive industries. I hope to make materials lighter and stronger so fuel efficiency is improved, while passengers are made safer.

**Any other thoughts, comments, or shout-outs?**
Because I received the USC Associates Trustee Scholarship, I have been able to volunteer my time with Teach for Los Angeles without worrying about my finances. I'm really passionate about access to education because education is what allows most of us to reach the positions we are in, and I want to make sure other kids get the same opportunity I had.
Congratulations to the 2019 USC Associates Faculty Award Recipients

USC Associates Award for Excellence in Teaching

Elissa Grossman  
Director, Lloyd Greif Center for Entrepreneurial Studies  
Orfalea Director’s Chair in Entrepreneurship  
Associate Professor of Clinical Entrepreneurship  
USC Marshall School of Business

Oussama Safadi  
Professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Practice  
USC Viterbi School of Engineering

USC Associates Award for Creativity in Research and Scholarship

Shrikanth (Shri) S. Narayanan  
Niki and C. L. Max Nikias Chair in Engineering  
Director, USC Signal Analysis and Interpretation Lab  
Director, USC Ming Hsieh Institute Research Director, USC Information Sciences Institute  
Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Computer Science  
USC Viterbi School of Engineering  
Professor of Linguistics, Psychology and Neuroscience  
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences  
Professor of Pediatrics, Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery  
Keck School of Medicine of USC

Berislav Zlokovic, MD, PhD  
Director, Zilkha Neurogenetic Institute  
Chair and Professor of Physiology & Neuroscience  
Mary Hayley and Selim Zilkha Chair in Alzheimer’s Disease Research  
Keck School of Medicine of USC
Congratulations to the 2019 USC Associates Faculty Award Recipients

USC Associates Award for Artistic Expression

Andrew Norman
Assistant Professor
USC Thornton School of Music

Jennifer West
Associate Professor of the Practice of Fine Arts
Chair of Art, 4D
USC Roski School of Art and Design

Save the Date
Wednesday, October 2, 2019

Celebrating 60 Years of Philanthropy

Invitation and details to follow
Travel with USC.

“Romancing the Riviera” cruise aboard the 6-star Crystal Serenity

Join Dr. Arthur C. Bartner and Father Richard Sunwoo for a Trojan Travel Premier luxury travel experience with the USC Associates and friends of the USC Caruso Catholic Center.

Cruise-only fares starting at $3,429/per person
Includes pre-paid shipboard gratuities, all-inclusive premium beverages, shipboard credit for personal onboard use, and exclusive VIP cocktail parties

For more information, contact:
Linda Ball at Trojan Travel | (213) 821-6005 or
Deborah Deming at FROSCH Classic Cruise & Travel
(800) 688-8500 or (818) 936-2000

Rome–Barcelona
9-Day Cruise | July 31–August 9, 2020
• Rome/Civitavecchia, Italy
• Florence/Livorno, Italy
• Porto Venere, Italy
• Monte Carlo, Monaco (Overnight)
• Saint-Tropez, France
• Cruising the Gulf of Lion
• Ibiza, Spain
• Barcelona, Spain (Overnight)

Special land excursions will be arranged during the trip exclusively for our Premier travelers.
Home Game Football Picnics

The Trojan Marching Band and USC Song Girls perform for the USC Associates in Exposition Park

Dr. Arthur C. Bartner of the Trojan Marching Band with Linda Givvin

Cari and Corii Berg

Usha and Mayan Patel with friends and fellow alumni

Shari Thorell, USC Trustee and USC Associates President Michele Dedeaux Engemann, Roger Engemann, Sally and Thomas Edwards

USC Associates Board Member and loyal picnic sponsor John Bendheim with his wife, Cathi, and the USC Song Girls

Cameron, Don and Sue Kojima, with Katie Hubert and the USC Song Girls

We love our sponsors! Cookie Lee and husband, John Lin, with rally towels courtesy of Rising Star Sports Ranch
Home Game Football Picnics

Annie Occhipinti and Reon Roski

Jeremy Richards, USC Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism Dean Willow Bay and Rigo Diaz

Scott Lee and USC Associates Board Member Karen Wong, with Eva and John Iino

Karen Firestone and Ray Bustamante with friends

Welcome USC Associates
Away Game Football Picnics

Ralph, Matthew, Janey and Sigrid Allman gather together in Palo Alto for USC vs. Stanford

Joe and Paula Ciaramitaro

USC Rossier School of Education staff member Matt DeGrushe and USC Rossier Dean Karen Symms-Gallagher, with Walt Greene and Pat Gallagher

Andy and Avery Barth Fighting On with Jared Murayama

Thank you to our generous sponsor DecisionQuest for supporting USC Associates on the road! Pictured here in Austin, TX: Mike Cobo of DecisionQuest and his wife Karen, Dan and Katie Woods with their family and friends

Marciano Flores, Rebecca Flores-Stella and Richard Flores, with Steven, Paige, Cameron, Brock and Chip Dewey
Away Game Football Picnics

Dana and Joel Hoffman enjoying a meal before the Trojans take on the Utes

New Member Welcome and Fall Social

Todd and Davon Copeland, USC Trustee and USC Associates President Michele Dedeaux Engemann, Jason Arellano and Cesar Serrano
New Member Welcome and Fall Social

Fred and Marilyn Mickaelian

Philip, Abrienne and Jacqueline Horn, with USC Trustee and USC Associates President Michele Dedeaux Engemann

Mara and Joe Carieri

Marilyn Chandler, Liz Rollice, George Cox, Karen Wong and Lisa Halm

Dudley and Patti Poon, with Candy and Jim Yee
Orange County Social

Bob and Virginia Naeve, with Nancy and Bill Naeve

Lee Hancock and USC Associates Board Member Phil Anthony

Matthew and Carolyn Hurray

Michael and Denise D’Ambra, visiting with USC Associates Board Member Marilou Hamill

Jim Yee and Ron Cocchi enjoying the raw bar at the Newport Harbor Yacht Club

Tammy Tang, Sandy Chu, Sam Tang and Tony Sanchez
VIP Reception: An Evening with Isabella Rossellini
Sponsored by Marilou and Mark Hamill

Carol Mollett, USC Trustee Glorya Kaufman, Don Larsen, USC Associates Board Member Farrah Kleiner and Linda Larsen

Isabella Rossellini with Mark, Marilou and Chelsea Hamill

Isabella Rossellini signing poster for a guest

Our generous event sponsors Marilou and Mark Hamill

Mark Hamill delivering a warm introduction in Bovard Auditorium for the Visions & Voices program An Evening with Isabella Rossellini

Ramona Cappello capturing a photo of Isabella Rossellini with USC Trustee Amy Ross and her mother, Joyce Ruygrok

USC School of Dramatic Arts staff Sara Fousekis, with USC Associates Board Member Joe Carlier, USC Trustee and USC Associates President Michele Dedeaux Engemann and Roger Engemann
Our generous event sponsors: Jeff and Jackie Schechter, with Julie and Michael Schloss and their son Ben

Richard and Bryn DeBeikes, with USC Trustee and USC Associates Board Member Rod Nakamoto and his wife Elsie

Gloria Kaufman with Mist Thorkelsdottir and Robert Cutietta, Dean of the USC Thornton School of Music and the USC Kaufman School of Dance

Gloria Kaufman is recognized as we celebrated the first graduating class of the USC Kaufman School of Dance

USC Trustees Glorya Kaufman and Wanda Austin

USC Kaufman guest Angela Shiu, USC Kaufman Vice Dean Jodie Gates, USC Associates Board Member Ron Goldie and Ellie Kitta

New York City Brunch with the USC Kaufman School of Dance
Sponsored by The Schechter Family and The Schloss Family
Chairman Associates Dinner
Hosted by Tina and Rick Caruso

An annual event hosted to thank our Chairman Associates who participate in the USC Associates program at the most prestigious level of membership
Young Leaders Networking Receptions

George and Bettina Kallins with Chairman of the USC Board of Trustees Rick Caruso

Allen and Charlotte Ginsburg

Willa Olsen with Fr. Richard Sunwoo

Chelsea Hamill, Alex Anthony, USC Associates Board Members Marilou Hamill and Phil Anthony, Adam Beres

Jason Arellano and Richard Rapp

Lawrence Fung, Serra Garcia, Associates staff member Shawna Foster and Ilir Lita

Thank you to USC Trustee and USC Associates Board Member Michael Adler and his wife, Jill, for sponsoring Young Leaders event programming
Luncheon Honoring Presidential and Provost Associates

An annual event to thank our Presidential, Provost and Junior members for their continued support of and dedication to the USC Associates program
Luncheon Honoring Presidential and Provost Associates

Sunday in the Park with George Spring Musical Reception with the USC School of Dramatic Arts Sponsored by Marilou and Mark Hamill

USC School of Dramatic Arts Dean David Bridel, with event sponsor Marilou Hamill, musical director Kelly Ward and Mark Hamill

Celebrating the final performance of Sunday in the Park with George, the cast and crew were excited to pose with director Kelly Ward, event sponsor Mark Hamill and Dean David Bridel

Mark Hamill sharing words of wisdom with the student cast and crew
**Sunday in the Park with George** Spring Musical Reception with the USC School of Dramatic Arts 
Sponsored by Marilou and Mark Hamill

Ron and Maureen Cocchi, Associates Scholar Mahima Varanasi, Usha and Mayan Patel, Kavita and Rahul Gupta

Student cast members with Sally Edwards, Roger Engemann, Carol Mollett and USC Trustee and USC Associates President Michele Dedeaux Engemann

**Summer Social** 
Sponsored by Ron Goldie and Ellie Kitta

Thank you to our Summer Social sponsors, USC Associates Board Member Ron Goldie and Ellie Kitta!

Bill and Sandi Capps, with Marilyn Chandler and George Cox

Jolyn MacArthur, Caron Rand-Eremia, Chris MacArthur and Sorin Eremia

Eva and John Iino
Summer Social
Sponsored by Ron Goldie and Ellie Kitta

Vandana Sheth and Bryn DeBeikes

Valerie Kiley and friend, with Jim and Gale Luce

Katherine Milias, Serra Garcia and Ellen Norris

See more photos at
Facebook.com/uscassociates
Flickr.com/uscassociates
2019 Football Picnics

Home Games

August 31 | Fresno State
Picnic: 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
(kick-off 7:30 p.m.)

September 7 | Stanford
Sponsored by FROSCH
Picnic: 4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
(kick-off 7:30 p.m.)

September 20 (Friday) | Utah
Sponsored by Cathi and John Bendheim
Picnic: 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
(kick-off 6:00 p.m.)

October 19 | Arizona
Homecoming / Reunion Weekend
Sponsored by Mara and Joe Carieri
Picnic: 4 hours prior to kick-off
(kick-off TBA)

November 2 | Oregon
Trojan Family Weekend
Sponsored by Christine M. Ofiesh
Celebrating Dr. Arthur C. Bartner’s 50th Year at USC
Picnic: 3 hours prior to kick-off
(kick-off TBA)

Away Games

October 12 | Notre Dame
Joyce Center
Picnic: 4:00 - 7:00 p.m. ET
(kick-off 7:30 p.m.)

November 16 | Cal
Bancroft Hotel
Picnic: 3.5 hours prior to kick-off
(kick-off TBA)